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No one I know has been to Borneo. No one I know has 
any friends there. No one gave us the usual knowing 
(dare I say patronizing) tips for restaurants and 
resorts, which, considering that everyone has been 
everywhere today, made the prospect of a visit even 
more appealing. 

Subsequently, my wife, eight-year-old son and 
yours truly arrived in Kuching – the capital of its main 
state, Sarawak – some 15 hours after we left home – 
and deposited ourselves in the city’s newest hotel,  
the Pullman.

The first thing we noticed was the lack of tourists. 
The second was that we had the huge hotel pool 

and terrace all to ourselves.
The third was that Sarawak is very British. They 

drive on the left, have UK plugs, are extremely polite 
and everyone speaks English. 

And, even though our first two observations will, 
without, doubt change very soon, the third, I am very 
sure, will not. Indeed, good manners and propriety 
seem to be prerequisites with the locals. To be sure, I 
did not chance upon one word that tested my findings. 
As for the residents’ overwhelming Britishness, this 
is down to one gentleman, James Brooke, an English 
adventurer who, in 1839, sailed into Borneo on a 
142-ton armed schooner with a small crew of heavily 
armed adventurous types. He then suppressed a 
rebellion and violently quelled the pirates who 
habitually sailed down the Sarawak River beheading, 
raping and enslaving men, women and children.  
In 1841, he thus became the first White Rajah of 
Sarawak and passed the title on through his family 
until 1946. Admirably, all the Rajahs pursued a 
paternal policy to protect the “indigenous peoples” 
from "capitalist exploitation" and oversaw a state 
of harmony between the tribes. Thus, Brooke and 
his descendent rulers have been loved ever since by 
the 40 or so ethnic groups (each still thriving with 
their own distinct language, culture and lifestyle), 
such as the Dayaks, who, not so long ago, filed down 
their teeth, used blowpipes and hunted heads; the 
Pena, who to this day cover themselves in traditional 
tattoos; and the Kedayan, whose knowledge of healing 
herbs may challenge most Western scientists.

 Undoubtedly, to acquaint oneself with said 
cultures a visit to The Sarawak Village is essential. 
Run by said “indigenous peoples” this rambling space 

exhibits their homes, skills, customs, culture and 
wares in a rather charming, hokey, down-at-heel 
fashion. We left a lot wiser, understanding the island 
much more.

That said, Sarawak – “the home of the hornbill” 
– is all about the wildlife. In the 19th century, Charles 
Darwin described the state as “one great, wild, untidy, 
luxuriant hothouse made by nature for herself”.  
And even though much has changed through rapacious 
logging, two-thirds of Sarawak (an area the size of 
England and Scotland) is still wild and uncompromising 
jungle, comprising 18 national parks, the oldest 
being Bako 22 miles north of Kuching on the stunning 
Muara Tebo Peninsular. To get there we took a quite 
spectacular ride in a speedboat. On arrival, we checked 
the jungle trails and opted for the easiest one that, 
even though less than a mile or so, was still a mighty 
challenge as we strenuously climbed up and over a 
mess of tangled vines and precipitous rocks beneath a 
dense canopy of trees that maintained the sweltering 
100 degrees Fahrenheit to a good 90 per cent humidity. 

An hour or more later we emerged from the rain 
forest drenched in sweat and stumbled on to this most 
beautiful barren beach where we had no option but 
to take a swim in the crystal clear waters until a gang 
long-tailed macaque monkeys emptied our bags and 
ran off with my wife’s antihistamine tablets and our 
snacks. We never caught them. As if in sympathy, on 
the way back the animals came out in force to greet 
us: we saw Bornean bearded pigs, proboscis monkeys, 
crazy-looking frogs, and a fluorescent green Asian pit 
viper wrapped around a branch. My eight-year-old son 
was so excited he could hardly speak while I made  
do with bad sunburn. It’s easy to forget that Borneo  
is on the equator.

After a few hours in a cold bath, a liberal anointing 
in aloe vera and a big dose of painkillers I woke the 
next day looking like a freshly scalded lobster. Luckily, 
we’d planned a day at the Semenggoh Wildlife Centre 
that cares for injured, orphaned or misappropriated 
wild animals, especially the orang-utan, which 
translated means “man of the forest”. On arrival we 
were given a quick orientation lecture and whisked 
into the great apes enclosure to prepare their lunch 
(chopped guava, banana, sweet potato, papaya leaves 
and hearts of palm with a smelly durian and honey 
dressing) before mucking out and cleaning their cages. 
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When done, we fed these huge, magnificent, wild, 
surreal, primeval, vicious, red-headed creatures by 
hand through a cage. It was magical. We were in awe. 
We looked at one another with our mouths agape.  
We met other helpers there, such as a former ad 
executive called Naomi from Surrey who had dropped 
all to come and work here ad infinitum and Australian 
Kerrie who was training to become a helper. Both lived 
on site in the prefabricated dwellings. Both beamed 
with joy. Subsequently, we visited the jungle where 
the animals are reintroduced to the wild and where, 
although they come back each afternoon for food, 
scores have been successfully rehabilitated and 
numerous babies have been born. We stood in awe 
for an hour, watching these graceful beings (the only 
surviving species of the subfamily Ponginae) swing 
through the trees and eat and play until a particularly 
wild one dived into the observers enclosure with 
her baby and chased us for being too close to her 
offspring – lest we forget they are wild animals. It was 
a life-changing moment for all of us, and my son then 
“adopted” an orang-utan called Doris. He now wants 
to become a vet.

By now we had switched hotels to the lovely,  
five-star Riverside Majestic Hotel, Kuching (which is 

near everywhere) that, less modern than the Pullman,  
was infinitely more charming. We’d stayed one night 
in a tree house at the Permai Rainforest Resort that, 
overlooking a series of secluded beaches, are indeed very 
rustic, very novel and certainly worth a look. From there 
we snorkelled and took a rather exceptional boat ride 
at dusk through the wetlands where we saw proboscis 
monkeys out in force, Irrawaddy dolphins, a sea eagle 
catching a fish and fresh water crocodiles yawning at us. 

To be sure, having dutifully read our guidebooks 
we expected to see an abundance of wildlife – not 
so much and never so close up perhaps – but we saw 
it coming. What we didn’t anticipate was the food in 
Sarawak. One restaurant, The Dyak, purveyed tribal 
cuisine, such as tilapia garnished with ginger and 
chillies, wrapped in turmeric leaf and jungle ferns 
stir-fried with fragrant wild ginger flowers. It was as 
foreign and as unusual and marvelous as Sarawak 
itself. Another establishment, rather unenticingly 
named Top Spot, is a huge aquatic food hall on the top 
of a multi-story car park that serves some of the finest 
fish this traveller has ever tasted, cooked in a choice of 
sauces. At another food hall in the sticks we ate other 
Sarawak delicacies hinava (raw fish marinated with 
lime juice and herbs) and otak-otak (rectangles of fish 

wrapped in banana leaf and grilled over charcoal) and 
were waved at by the locals simply because, as Peter 
our rather wonderful guide explained, they had never 
seen white people before.

But everyone smiles at you in Sarawak. All and 
sundry went out of his or her way to help us at 
every juncture but not in a cloying or intrusive way. 
Indeed, it was hard even tipping them. Ipso facto, we 
discovered that the beauty of such a holiday with such 
a people is that their attitude is infectious. We thus left 
feeling warmed and optimistic.

For us, Sarawak, had everything. It was wild and 
welcoming and foreign and friendly. Next year we’re 
hiring a house there for a month. 

cox & Kings has a 14-day/11-night private tour to 
the Malaysian states of sabah and sarawak priced 
from £4,245 per person, including flights, transfers, 
excursions and accommodation with breakfast and 
other meals as specified. For reservations and further 
information, please visit coxandkings.co.uk or call  
+44 (0)20 7873 5000

For details on flights visit malaysiaairlines.com
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